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Abstract: This article examines the compatibility of the Global Conference on Criminal Finances and
Cryptocurrencies with a sharing economy model. The analysis is based on the claims presented
in Europol documents and public statements of Europol executives that this initiative serves as a
platform for knowledge exchange and building professional networks between public and private
actors to tackle crypto-laundering. The article investigates the validity of these statements with
the most prominent sharing economy concepts: low barrier accessibility, transaction cost and trust-
building. The article employs each sharing economy concept on two beneficiaries of the platform—law
enforcement agencies (LEAs) and non-governmental organizations—while scaling the platform’s
sharing economy level. Based on Europol documents, an expert interview and participant observation
of the 5th Global Cryptocurrency Conference, the article’s core argument is that these cryptocurrency
conferences can be categorized as a ‘partial’ sharing economy platform. They reduce the transaction
cost for public and private actors to share knowledge about the latest trends and threats about crypto-
laundering and reduce transaction costs for networking. However, co-founders should consider
integrating robust trust-building mechanisms that allow low barrier entry to the conference, which
will facilitate more inclusive and optimized public–private partnerships (P3).

Keywords: sharing economy; crypto-laundering; Europol; public-private partnerships

1. Introduction

Digitalization in socio-economic life has unexpected consequences on crime patterns.
The internet as an international medium provides easy accessibility and anonymity for
offenders, and many governments find themselves lacking resources to cope with the
new security challenges happening in cyberspace. Therefore, in a changing cybersecurity
ecosystem, governments are pushed to relinquish a certain level of their monopoly in
public security and seek the support of non-governmental actors to exchange resources [1].

The paradigm shift in cybersecurity has also introduced new forms of public gov-
ernance in which rigid organizational structures are replaced with network or informal
governance [2]. The efficient use of public and non-governmental resources have become a
priority to maintain public service delivery [3]. Governments can no longer instruct and
monitor cyberspace with traditional and formal governance models [4]. On the contrary,
the responsibility of governments turns into a coordinator, stimulator or partner in com-
plex and fragmented cybersecurity networks where most of the tasks are delegated to the
non-governmental actors [5].

The invention of cryptocurrencies in this context has had a disruptive impact on the
global financial system and has added a new dimension to the money transaction process.
Cryptocurrencies are minted by non-governmental actors and are transferred through a
decentralized online network without any intermediary like banks. Moreover, the use
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of encryption for value transactions has enabled a financial obfuscation for its users to
hide their real identities. As a result, cryptocurrencies have become a new tool for crime
groups to launder illegally obtained funds, often called crypto-laundering [6], and avoid
law enforcement agency (LEA) investigations.

As tracing cryptocurrency transactions becomes more complicated for LEAs due to a
lack of human and technical resources [7], new private sector initiatives emerge to offer
LEAs cryptocurrency tracing and intelligence analysis [8,9]. Interconnecting private sector
actors with LEAs become vital to efficiently use scarce public and private sector resources
to tackle crypto-laundering and build strong public–private partnerships (P3).

In this respect, Europol is the first LEA to declare that they have adapted ‘sharing
economy’ as a new P3 model to tackle cyber threats [10,11]. In broad terms, a sharing
economy is the exchange of under-utilized or scarce resources with others in an online
platform in return for money or altruistic purposes [12–15]. According to the executive
director of Europol, Catherine De Bolle, the European policing agency is on the way to
becoming an innovation hub for policing solutions with different online platforms [16]. In
these platforms, Europol, along with its other founding partners, intermediate between
LEAs and non-government actors to tackle cybercrimes [17]. One of these platforms that
aims to enhance P3 are cryptocurrency conferences organized by Europol, Interpol and the
Basel Institute of Governance. According to Europol documents, the platform aims to be a
gathering site where public and private actors share their expertise and build networks for
robust partnerships [18–20].

Although a sharing economy is a popular topic in many disciplines such as business,
finance, marketing and law, only a handful of studies have examined a sharing economy
in public governance. In this limited literature, opportunities and challenges associated
with sharing economy for the public sector [21] and the different roles the public sector
may play within sharing economy platforms have been systematically conceptualized [22].
Nevertheless, in this newly developing academic field, very little is known about any
adaptation of online platforms in public service delivery. In such an example, we know little
on to what extent online sharing economy platforms governed by public administrations
comply with this theoretical concept.

Based on the knowledge gap in the literature, this article takes public statements of
Europol executives and publicly available Europol documents as evidence that Europol
adapts the sharing economy platform principles in cryptocurrency events for knowledge
exchange and building networks [10,16–19]. Relying on these official statements, the core
objective of this article is to explore ‘to what extent does the Europol associated ‘Global
Conference on Cryptocurrencies’ comply with sharing economy principles to facilitate
knowledge sharing and professional network building in the crypto-laundering struggle?’

The article qualitatively explores the sharing economy scale of the platform trian-
gulating the knowledge acquired from a semi-structured elite interview, Europol official
documents and the structured observation of the 5th Global Conference on Criminal Fi-
nances Cryptocurrencies held on 07 December 2021. This article contributes to both research
and practices twofold. First, it is the first empirical study where a P3 initiative in crypto-
laundering has been examined through the sharing economy conceptual framework. This
article may inspire other empirical works to use the same analytical framework for other P3
initiatives, not only crypto-laundering, but also other public administration fields. Second,
the study’s empirical findings can help both Europol and other LEAs develop their current
P3 initiatives according to sharing economy principles.

The following section will describe the methodological approach employed in the
article. The subsequent section will introduce the sharing economy theoretical framework
and its variables. In the discussion section, brief information regarding crypto-laundering
and the background of Europol associated cryptocurrency platform will be provided. In
addition to both, the platform’s compatibility will be debated through the sharing economy
concepts. The concluding section will summarize the research findings and propose new
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research ideas and policy recommendations for the public and private actors involved in
these initiatives.

2. Methodology

The research data obtained for this study is gleaned from three data sources. These are
a semi-structured interview conducted with an expert who was a former LEA agent and
currently working on cryptocurrency industry, publicly available Europol documents, and
structured participation observation of the 5th Global Conference on Criminal Finances and
Cryptocurrency held on 7 December 2021. The conference is one of the largest P3 events in
crypto-laundering (with around 2000 experts participating in the open event in 2021) [20].
It is the most significant gathering that shows sharing dynamics in the cryptocurrency
community concerned with the dark side of digital currencies.

In this article, three sharing economy concepts, namely, ‘low barrier accessibility’,
‘transaction cost’ and ‘trust-building’, were employed while structuring the empirical
investigation. These are the most prominent sharing economy concepts in the literature,
and they roughly appear with similar names. In the section on ‘low barrier accessibility’,
the article discusses the participation process to the platform [23,24]. The ‘transaction cost’
variable examines whether the platform reduces searching, contacting, and contracting costs
for the platform community [25–27]. In the context of ‘trust-building’, the article inspects
the existence of trust-building mechanisms such as regulation, vetting and rating [28–30].

One researcher from the research team observed the conference session as a covert
observer [31], and observations were noted according to pre-defined sharing economy
variables built during the literature review stage. The observation also solely focused on the
formal space of the event rather than informal networking activities during the conference,
which are not possible to observe. Several measurable metrics were developed to strengthen
the objectivity of the observations, such as the existence of trust-building mechanisms
(vetting, regulation, rating), the promotion of private sector services (showcasing product
and services) and low barrier accessibility (invitation process).

During the data collection stage, semi-structured interview requests were also sent
to event organizers such as Europol, Interpol, the Basel Institute on Governance and
private companies providing blockchain analytics to LEAs. However, only one of the
research participant candidates responded positively to our invitation. The interviewee is
highly knowledgeable about conferences because of his former public and recent private-
sector career in the cryptocurrency industry. The remaining candidates refrained from
participating for confidentiality reasons, or were unresponsive to the interview requests.
Being able to do only one elite interview for this study is an unavoidable limitation of
this article.

To scale the compatibility of the cryptocurrency initiative according to sharing econ-
omy platform principles, three parameters, ‘fully’, ‘partial’ and ‘no equivalent’, have been
identified in this article. Full compliance means conforming to all three sharing economy
principles. Partial compliance corresponds to fulfilling at least one but no more than two
criteria. The no equivalent implies an absence of sharing economy principles.

3. Sharing Economy for Public–Private Partnerships

Sharing is an altruistic behaviour aimed at the mutual use of resources or space [32,33]
and at benefiting and supporting one another [12,34]. Sharing provides an alternative
solution to ownership by offering temporary access to a good or service [35]. In recent years,
sharing has shown a remarkable transition. Globalization, economic crises, environmental
concerns and exponential developments in digital technologies have changed the prominent
patterns in customer behaviour [34]. The new economic exchange focuses on sharing
resources or temporary access through digital platforms [36]. As a result of this transition,
a new generation of sharing economy was born that has had a disruptive impact on many
sectors, including transportation (Uber, Lyft), accommodation (Airbnb) and freelancer
services (Upwork, Fiverr) [37]. The new digitalized sharing economy model has proven
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that many services could be acquired without ownership [36,38–40]. The rise of sharing
economy platforms has also initiated a discussion of whether similar platforms can solve
environmental and economic sustainability [21,41,42].

In the existing literature, there are a plethora of terms and definitions referred to as the
sharing economy [34,43–45], and these descriptive attempts generally overlap with each
other [21,27]. Despite various definitions, the sharing economy can simply be identified
as sharing under-utilized or scarce resources with others through an online platform for
money and non-material benefits [12–15]. The success of a sharing economy also depends
on the existence of a community concerned with sustainability and the use of resources in
a mutual and altruistic way [25,46]. Being part of the community is one of the important
motivational factors for sharing [46]. It creates a synergy and enables community members
to access products without ownership that saves their time and money [13]. As the sharing
economy has the potential to facilitate the use of under-utilized or scarce resources, it can
be a sustainable solution for public sector actors to fill their resource gap [47]. Whether
the public or private sector utilizes it, the success of this model relies on three major
factors, including low barrier accessibility, reduction of transaction cost and the existence
of trust-building mechanisms.

3.1. Low Barrier Accessibility

One of the important advantages of the sharing economy is the fact that the technolog-
ical infrastructure provided by the online platform enables a low barrier entry for its users
to share their resources [24]. Anyone with an internet connection can access these platforms
after a simple sign-up process and interact with other platform users. The online platform,
thus, eases network participation [21] and facilitates underutilized resource sharing [48].

The easy access provided by sharing economy allows the participation of new and
alternative players in the market [49]. An increasing number of players in online platforms
create a competition that positively impacts customers to acquire the best value product
and services [50].

The online interaction between peers also removes geographical barriers [12,14]. The
members of the online platform can maintain communication and resource exchange from
distant locations. By bringing together service providers and customers in one marketplace,
the platforms ease the accessibility to a more extensive online network.

3.2. Transaction Cost

The second important feature of a sharing economy is that it reduces the transaction
cost for platform members. The transaction cost is often regarded as all costs for searching,
contacting, and contracting with the right partner [33,51,52]. The online platforms have
matchmaking mechanisms to exchange goods and services efficiently [53]. The sharing
economy platforms collect and aggregate massive metadata [54]. When users need to reach
a particular product or service, these matchmaking mechanisms (integrated with big data)
assist users in finding what they are looking for quickly [55]. As online sharing platforms
are designed for low barrier entry and have matchmaking mechanisms, they reduce the
transaction cost for platform members when seeking the right partner [53]. Peers using
online platforms do not need to search for their ideal partner in different places. They can
detect the right partner with the help of ‘keyword algorithms’ [56].

The technological infrastructure utilized by platforms eases listing and distribution
costs [50] and offers low-cost alternatives to customers [49,53]. The price gap between
alternative products creates a consumer surplus, the difference between the highest amount
the customer is willing to pay and the actual amount paid [55]. As online sharing economy
platforms facilitate the reduction of transaction costs, they increase consumer surplus and
customer satisfaction, making them more popular while seeking service and products [57,58].
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3.3. Building Trust

In online platforms, trusting a peer is not easy because of the absence of physical
contact and uncertainties about who is behind the online profile [59,60]. As traditional trust
mechanisms are not responding to eliminate these uncertainties, sharing economy platforms
developed new trust-building mechanisms such as vetting, regulation and rating [61].

The first mechanism, vetting, aims to verify the real identity of platform members and
to check their background [62]. In this context, online platforms collect personal data from
participants such as their IDs, driving licenses, criminal records, financial information from
banks or credit cards, social media footprint collected from Facebook or Google, or a selfie
taken by mobile applications. In addition to the data identifying platform members, some
of the sharing economy platforms require the qualifications of suppliers because customer
trust is also associated with increasing service quality [63]. Therefore, sharing economy
platforms prefer to work with high standard suppliers to attract more customers. Some
platforms also occasionally test the qualifications of their service providers to keep service
quality higher [64].

The second trust-building mechanism in sharing economy platforms is regulation.
Regulation is often described as the management of complex systems using rules [65].
The main objective of regulation in the market is to create a ‘level playing field’ where
all market players know how the game should be played [65]. The regulation aims to
correct market failure, which are inefficiencies in the market regarding the distribution
of goods and services associated with the pursuit of individual interest [66]. Market
failures like monopolies undermining competition or lack of correct information while
buying and selling the product can be corrected by regulation [55]. In this regard, as an
online marketplace, online platforms regulate their members’ interaction to facilitate trust
between platform members [67]. In case of a violation of rules, the platform intervenes the
disagreement based on its regulation, and, if necessary, dismisses the platform member
violating platform regulation.

The third mechanism for building trust is the rating that accumulates and measures
platform users’ reputation [30]. There is no efficient mechanism for suppliers to pay for
their poor service in many traditional industries. For instance, for efficient food safety in
a restaurant, each restaurant should be inspected by a full-time inspector [55]. Classical
monitoring procedures are generally time-consuming, and resolution takes longer [65].
Therefore, sharing economy platforms developed a reputation system, where customers
and suppliers rate each other [29]. When potential customer’s access sharing economy plat-
forms, they find evaluations and criticisms of previous customers who already shared their
experiences [68,69]. These ratings influence customer decisions distinguishing high- and
poor-quality service suppliers [70]. Ratings can also favour some suppliers because a higher
score can be capitalized by better prices [71,72]. As a result, rating incentivizes suppliers to
provide higher quality services [73]. Even though there are many problems associated with
ratings, such as underreporting, a reluctance to rate [74], biases with earlier ratings [75]
or the manipulation of ratings [76], only a tiny reliable group of customers comments
sometimes be enough to impact on undermining the reputation of the supplier [76].

4. Empirical Analysis of ‘Global Conference on Criminal Finances
and Cryptocurrencies’

Based on a sharing economy conceptual framework, in the following subsections the
‘Global Conference on Criminal Finances and Cryptocurrencies’ will be discussed according
to the three major sharing economy concepts: ‘low barrier accessibility’, ‘transaction costs’
and ‘trust building’. In each concept, the platform’s compatibility with sharing economy
principles will be explored through the lenses of two beneficiaries, including LEAs and
private companies. However, prior to the empirical discussion, the concept of crypto-
laundering will be provided in order to explain why sharing knowledge and building
networks are important between public and private actors to tackle crypto-laundering. This
section will be followed by how this platform has initiated with Europol and its partners.
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4.1. Crypto-Laundering

Money laundering is often referred to as a process of disguising the origin of illegally
obtained funds and integrating them into the mainstream financial system to appear as
a legitimate source of income [77]. It is considered one of the biggest threats to a well-
established economy and public safety [78]. Money laundering has three stages, namely,
placement, layering and integration. Placement involves introducing illicitly acquired
funds into the financial system [79]. In the layering stage, illicit funds previously deposited
into the financial system are obfuscated with complex transactions to frustrate auditing
traceability [80,81]. The integration stage is channelling the ‘washed’ money that appears
legitimate to mainstream investments [82].

Since the fintech industry introduced new payment technologies that enable complex
money transactions, money laundering has been identified as ‘cyber laundering’ [83]. If
cryptocurrencies are used in the money laundering process, it is named ‘crypto-laundering’ [6]
or ‘virtual money laundering’ [84]. According to Financial Action Task Force (FATF),
cryptocurrencies are digital representations of value issued by the non-public authority
and do not have legal tender status. They are digitally traded and function as a medium
of exchange’, ‘a unit of account’ and ‘a store of value’ [85]. These currencies, however,
differ from other virtual currencies like bonus points or loyalty rewards because they are
minted and transferred in a peer to peer (P2P) network without the supervision of a central
authority [86].

The first cryptocurrency Bitcoin was introduced by a pseudonym inventor, Satoshi
Nakamoto, following the 2008 financial crisis [87]. Since its launch, Bitcoin has had a
disruptive effect on the global financial system and proved that digital asset transactions
could be possible without a central authority and by hiding user identity. The protocol of
Bitcoin is based on a ‘distributed ledger system’ or also known as ‘blockchain’. It is run by
a decentralized network of computers (nodes). Their role is validating, recording, storing,
and broadcasting the transactions in an open-access ledger [88].

In a blockchain, a digital currency transaction is made through digital wallets. Without
disclosing personal identifying information, these wallets can be obtained from different
online service providers. Each wallet is associated with public and private keys. Public
key works like a bank account to which a cryptocurrency transaction is addressed. The
sender uses the private key to encrypt the transaction, whereas the receiver uses it for
decryption [89]. When cryptocurrencies are transferred from one wallet to another, these
transactions are checked by nodes on a larger blockchain network to prevent double-
spending. Nodes record the validated transactions between two wallets on a blockchain
ledger as random numbers and letters [90]. So, transaction records cannot be associated
with the real identity of the sender and the recipient by outsiders through this metadata [91].
Additionally, once nodes confirm a transaction, it is irreversible [6,79]. Nodes also aggre-
gate the validated transaction within a data block, and each block is chained to each with
reference to the previous one [88,92]. Any attempt to change these records necessitate a
substantial computational power which is very unlikely to happen in the current computa-
tional standards of the world [93]. Therefore, cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin or Ethereum
with a strong network of nodes are also immune from hacking and infiltration.

Tracing back illegitimate resource of cryptocurrency becomes more challenging if
criminals use ‘mixing’ and ‘tumbler’ services. Mixing and tumbler services put another
obfuscation layer to cryptocurrency transactions [8]. These services pool crypto assets
from many users and randomly send mixed coins to the recipient wallet addresses after
deducting a transaction fee [94]. The difference between the two services is that while
tumblers distribute the same kind of cryptocurrency to the client’s wallet, mixers send a
different cryptocurrency, making blockchain analysis more complicated [95]. Some mixing
and tumbler services use random delay times and randomized fees to make correlation
analysis more difficult for investigators [89].

Privacy coins are another way to obfuscate cryptocurrency transactions. These cryp-
tocurrencies are released to the market as privacy by default to provide anonymity to
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their users. Most popular privacy coins such as Zcash and Monero use shielded pools
or one-time public keys that hides details of transactions which are difficult to trace by
LEAs [8,96,97]. The anonymity feature of Zcash, for instance, has been praised by Edward
Snowden, a prominent privacy advocate and a former National Security Agency (NSA)
employee who revealed global surveillance programs of the US [98].

Money laundering with cryptocurrencies has similar stages with fiat currencies. At
the placement stage, cryptocurrencies are purchased from unregulated cryptocurrency
exchanges, ATMs or online-platforms where peers exchange cryptocurrencies [8]. Crime
groups also recruit money mules to buy cryptocurrencies on their behalf [99]. During
the layering stage, the source of cryptocurrencies is obfuscated with mixing and tumbler
services, or they are converted to privacy coins to make them untraceable [100]. The initial
coin offerings (ICO) are another method exploited in the layering stage in which dirty
cryptocurrencies are exchanged with newly minted coins [101,102]. The use of non-fungible
tokens (NFTs) in layering is another technique of recent times that there is increasing suspi-
cion of their role in crypto-laundering. These tokens are collectables that represents a digital
art piece in the blockchain. Perpetrators buy their self-created NFT through an anonymous
account, declaring that they have sold their piece to a higher bid. Their unpredictable
valuation makes them a perfect tool to clean illegitimate proceeds [103]. In the integra-
tion stage, the cleansed cryptocurrencies are cashed out by money mules in a regulated
cryptocurrency exchange offering cryptocurrency exchange with fiat currencies [104].

The problems associated with using cryptocurrencies in money laundering led to the
emergence of blockchain tracing and intelligence companies as part of the reg-tech indus-
try [8,9]. These companies use clustering techniques to examine complex cryptocurrency
transactions and map money laundering patterns in blockchain ledgers. They flag unusual
transactions and use visualization tools to simplify statistical data to help investigators
follow the source and destination of suspicious transactions of illegal funding [105]. They
also correlate these transactions with wallet addresses that cryptocurrency exchanges know
their owners [7]. Based on their knowledge of blockchain analysis and sophisticated soft-
ware analysis, these companies became new outsourcing partners of LEAs and revenue
services in many countries struggling to tackle crypto-laundering [97,106]. Engaging these
private sector actors with LEAs became vital to tackle the global crypto-laundering threat.
Europol is one of the intermediaries vocal to resource sharing and supports a strong P3 in
this context.

4.2. Europol, Crypto-Laundering and Global Conference on Criminal Finances
and Cryptocurrencies

Even though the anti-money laundering efforts in the EU goes back to the early
1990s [107,108], the threat posed by cryptocurrency to use in money laundering was first
voiced by European Central Bank (ECB) in 2012 [109]. The first appearance of crypto-
laundering in Europol’s cybercrime agenda was also seen in the 2014 Interned Organized
Crime Threats Assessment report that explained the possible use of cryptocurrencies to
launder illegal proceeds obtained from cybercrime activities [110].

The first step taken by Europol to organize a cryptocurrency conference was the cre-
ation of a working group partnering with Interpol and the Basel Institute on Governance in
2016 [111]. The tripartite partnership aimed to serve as a platform to build a bridge between
LEAs and cryptocurrency experts and create an expert community with the participation
of both [18,19]. Since January 2017, the working group has organized global conferences
on countering money laundering with cryptocurrencies [112]. Conferences were held in
different locations, including Doha (Qatar), Basel (Switzerland) and the Hague (The Nether-
lands), and became an online event following COVID-19 travel limitations [20,113,114]. In
these events, Europol and its partners aimed to facilitate a closer cooperation opportunity
for LEAs and private actors to prevent and detect cryptocurrency-facilitated crimes and
assist asset recovery [115]. The platform not only helps the exchanging of knowledge and
expertise but also serves as a networking opportunity for public and private actors to
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contact each other for future collaboration [116]. In these conferences, only non-operational
information is shared with private actors, and private parties cannot participate in LEA-
only sessions [18,113]. According to Europol’s publicly available documents, cooperation
facilitated between public and private actors through the platform has increased the effec-
tiveness of investigations on cryptocurrency-related crimes [113].

4.3. Low Barrier Accessibility of Global Conference on Criminal Finances and Cryptocurrencies

The conferences organized by tripartite partnership opened their venue as a face
to face gathering in the early years of the event. However, the conference began to be
organized as an online event following the COVID-19 outbreak. Since then, even though it
removed the geographical barriers between law enforcement agencies and private industry
engagement, not all public and private actors welcomed the event, which raised the barrier
to conference participation.

According to our expert interview, private sector companies under investigation for
operating illegally, violating anti-money laundering rules, and having a bad reputation in
the industry are not invited to the conference because their participation would jeopardize
the investigations. In addition, LEAs from Russia and China are not invited to the event
because of the trust issues between these countries and organizers [117].

The high barrier to entry to the conference is also linked with the limited space for
participation. The Europol and organizers discuss who they should allow participation
each year. The companies that are useful for law enforcement agencies or provide new
solutions and have specific investigation tools are invited to the conference after an informal
selection process [117].

Even though during the COVID-19 pandemic, the conference was held online, its
digital accessibility is still uncertain in the following years. The conference committee
has been thinking of starting with a hybrid version of panels and returning to face-to-face
meetings as soon as travel limitations are lifted [117].

Considering the low barrier entry requirement of the sharing economy model, the
conference organized by Europol and its partners does not provide easy accessibility for
participants because of security reasons and limited space. Their choice is understandable
not to jeopardize LEA investigations in a sensitive security area. However, as long as a
high barrier entry remains, knowledge exchange and networking opportunities would stay
limited between public and private actors. Some of the companies which remain in the
grey area that their operations are not illegal but illegitimate can be very helpful for law
enforcement agencies in their investigations. Nevertheless, these companies will be left out
of the platform until a low barrier entry is provided.

4.4. Transaction Cost in Global Conference on Criminal Finances and Cryptocurrencies

The reduction of transaction cost is vital for LEAs to find the right outsourcing partner
in crypto-laundering cases easily, quickly and, if possible, more reasonable prices in the
absence of talent and resource gaps. Apart from LEAs, calculating the transaction cost is
also crucial for the small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) experiencing significant
barriers to market entry [65]. The sharing economy platforms help SMEs reach a more
extensive customer network through one big online market with little or no cost [55].
Therefore, sharing economy platform developed for P3 can reduce transaction costs for
SMEs. They can easily engage with LEAs, increase their revenues and gain experience
while competing with incumbent players in the market.

According to our participant observation and an elite interview [117], the conference
has no modern matchmaking mechanism that accelerates transaction cost reduction for
LEAs and private industry. The only way the LEAs and private actors can engage is
by watching the presentations. Then, if LEAs see any potential for collaboration, they
can either contact the email or the website address of the private actor provided in the
presentation. Even though the platform is far behind its non-governmental examples for
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developing an innovative matchmaking mechanism, its traditional method still reduces the
transaction cost for all parties.

As a conference presenter, our interviewee confirmed that he had received numerous
emails from many LEAs requesting information about crypto-laundering and offering to
collaborate on different P3 projects after his presentation. The interviewee also indicated
that he approached public sector institutions to ask for their help with his work [117]. So,
based on the interview data, the conference reduces the transaction cost of knowledge
exchange both for LEAs and the private sector in the crypto-laundering context. The
knowledge exchange, in that sense, is a mutual process in which demand comes not only
from LEAs but also from the private sector.

Regarding promoting private sector products and services to LEAs, the conference
also reduces the transaction cost for the private industry. Although advertisement is not
allowed at the conference, some companies inevitably showcase their solution to LEAs
as part of their intelligence-gathering method during their presentations. The conference
committee also excuses these presentations as far as it is helpful for LEAs [117]. As a result,
the platform helps these companies promote their brand and make their name more visible
in the LEA market. Following the conference, if the LEAs acquire a license from these
companies, the conference brings a competitive advantage in financial terms for its private
sector members over those who remain out of it [117].

As for LEAs, the conference reduces the transaction cost while looking for an out-
sourcing partner. Several vendors participate in the conference who are qualified in tracing
products, and LEAs find the opportunity to approach different companies more easily.
Moreover, these companies sometimes provide demo licenses for the LEAs to help them
during their investigations [117]. So, the low-cost alternatives in the conference and demo
licenses create a customer surplus for LEAs. In that sense, the conference helps LEAs
reduce their outsourcing costs.

4.5. Trust Building in Global Conference on Criminal Finances and Cryptocurrencies

The high-barrier entry to cryptocurrency conferences indicates that there should be a
robust vetting mechanism when choosing and inviting public and private actors. However,
based on our different data resources, including a review of Europol documents, participant
observation and an elite interview [117], the committee has an informal vetting process in
which the selection process is not well defined. In the absence of a well-written vetting
mechanism, participant invitations are open to interpretation by committee members. They
might overlook some potential participants whose contribution can add value to knowledge
exchange and reduce the transaction cost for conference participants. Furthermore, the lack
of a formal vetting mechanism undermines the inclusivity principles of sharing platform.
It can cause selection bias critics for Europol and its partners, who have an intermediary
role between public and private actors.

Based on the same data resources, there is also no guidelines that orders the interaction
of public and private actors during the conference. In general, the moderators of the
sessions set some housekeeping rules to maintain the interaction between presenter and
audience without any disruption. However, comparing with other sharing economy
platform examples, these rules are temporary and not well-defined rules to regulate the
collaboration between public and private actors.

Finally, according to our participant observation and the elite interview [117], the
platform has no rating mechanism to build trust between public and private actors either.
The polling tool used in the conference only serves to learn audience’s opinion on specific
content questions. It does not build a reputational record for public and private actors
on whether their knowledge exchange was functional and are they approachable for
networking opportunities. The addition of a rating mechanism for the conference, in that
sense, can motivate both public and private actors to engage more with their stakeholders
to share their ideas and provide more evidence about their expertise and experience.
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The effective engagement between LEAs and the private industry will also accelerate
networking opportunities for future collaborations.

5. Conclusions

This article has shown that the Europol associated ‘Global Conference on Criminal Fi-
nances and Cryptocurrencies’ serves as a platform for public and private actors to exchange
knowledge about crypto-laundering and provides a networking opportunity. However,
its compatibility with sharing economy is still ‘partial’, unlike the claims represented in
Europol resources. As summarized in Table 1, the conference reduces the transaction cost
for P3. However, due to the absence of robust trust-building mechanisms, the conference
does not provide low barrier access to all public and private actors. Although the security
concerns of Europol and its partners are reasonable not to jeopardize LEA investigations in
the crypto-laundering context, it becomes harder to build an inclusive platform with a high-
barrier entry. The increasing barrier to accessibility also hinders optimum resource sharing
between LEAs and the private sector. As a result, compared with other non-governmental
sharing economy platforms, the conference needs some adjustments for an efficient P3.

Table 1. The summary of empirical investigation.

The Global Conference on Criminal Finances and Cryptocurrencies

Sharing Economy Variables Dependent Variable

Platform Community Low Barrier
Accessibility Transaction Cost Trust-Building

Mechanisms

To what extend the conference
is compatible with sharing

economy variables?

LEAs - + - Partial

Private Companies - + - Partial

Based on the empirical analysis, this study also found that optimum resource sharing
in a P3 platform is highly dependent on a coherent adaption of sharing economy concepts.
The Europol associated cryptocurrency conference reveals that the absence of trust-building
solid mechanisms causes higher barrier entry that inevitably increases the transaction cost
for LEAs and the private sector to share their scarce resources. As a result, public authorities
who are willing to create online platforms but have security concerns about private sector
participation should start their initiative by developing robust trust-building mechanisms
first. Building trust mechanisms will undoubtedly clarify the eligibility criteria for outside
actors and guide them on how to access the platform easily. As the number of public
and private actors participate in the platform, the transaction cost of resource sharing will
be low for all participants. This platform model, in the end, will be a more sustainable
solution for efficient P3 not only in the crypto-laundering context but also in other public
service domains.

This work was one of the first attempts to examine the knowledge exchange and
networking platform for P3 through the sharing economy concept. The empirical analysis
of crypto-laundering P3 can also be expanded to other online platforms where public and
private actors share their resources for a better partnership. Furthermore, considering the
data collection limitations of the study, new studies can also contribute to the same research
context by doing more interviews with stakeholders of the platform to refine the sharing
economy level of the conference.
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